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the performance of anything that may be required of
them, however degrading."
The Kurds are both little understood and are one of
the most difficult races to deal with in Turkey. Probably
Aryan in origin, they are generally nomadic in their
habits, living mainly in the Armenian districts in the
drainage area of the Tigris and the Euphrates. Sup-
posedly Mohammedan, their religious complexion varies
from tribe to tribe and is as mixed as is their race.
Wherever the Kurd goes, he seems to be a source of
difficulty. Dr. D. G. Hogarth (9) says: "So far as I under-
stand this vexed matter, the source of the graver trouble
is the presence in the heart of Armenia of the defiant
Kurdish race, which raids the villages where the flocks
are fattest and the women most fair, now cutting an
Armenian's throat, now leaguing with him in a war on a
hostile tribe, and resisting in common the troops sent up
to restore the Sultan's peace. "Whatever the Kurd does
is done for the sake neither of Crescent nor Cross, for he
bears neither one emblem nor the other in his heart, but
just because he is Ishmael, his hand against every man
who has aught to lose."
The Kurd is known as a freebooter. According to
Mr. Leon Dominian (10): "Travel in the districts they
occupy is generally unsafe. Armenians and Christians
find them an inexorable foe. They are none too loathe to
prey even on Turks, although as a rule they later obtain
amnesty in return for the lenient dealings of the govern-
ment. In cases of Kurdish depredation on non-Moslem
communities, the strong arm of an organized gendarmerie
alone will end the lawlessness with which their name is
associated in Turkey."
Certain good qualities, however, the Kurd may be said
to have. "Good qualities are not wanting among them.
A Kurd is generally true to his word. The rude code of
honor in vogue among their tribes is rarely violated, and,

